
CCDSoft Data Reduction Cookbook Rengstorf, 2016                                                    

1. Start -> all programs -> CCDSoft CCD Astronomy Software -> CCDSoft Version 5

2. Ignore nonfatal error message upon start-up.

CCDSoft creates master biases, darks, flats for you. Essentially you just need to let the software 
know where your images are and what you want it to do with them.

Pro-tip: Your data is safely saved on a USB drive. But this whole process tends to go more 
quickly if you copy the data to the desktop before operating upon it - otherwise you’re constantly 
reading and writing to/from your thumb drive, which tends to slow things down. When you’re 
done, always copy the data back to your USB drive for safety! Never delete your original raw 
images; you never know if you’ll need to start from scratch next week. 

3. Image -> Reduce -> Image Reduction (Ctrl+R hotkey) brings up the ‘Image Reduction’ 
window. You are going to populate the Imager Reduction group.

1. Highlight ‘Imager,' then click the ‘Remove’ button on the right to make sure there 
isn’t any old data in the group.

2. Highlight ‘Bias frames,’ then click the Add Frames… button on the right. Show 
CCDSoft where all the bias frames are. Under ‘Options: Bias frames’ at the bottom, 
make sure ‘Median’ is selected.

3. Move down to ‘Dark frames,’ and add all your dark frames. Under ‘Options: Dark 
frames,’ you want an ‘Average’ combine with ‘Automatic’ Dark exposure correction

4. Same thing for ‘Dark frames for flats only,’ if you have them. (Hint: We will be taking 
darks for flats every week with the flat fields.)

5. Finally, tell CCDSoft where your Flat frames are (‘Average’ combine under the 
options.)

4. Once you’ve populated your Reduction group, use the ‘Reduce Folder…’ button on the right. 
Tell it where your raw images are, and tell it where you want to save the reduced images (I 
usually create a ‘reduced’ sub-folder inside the raw images folder. If you have three sets of 
images, it might be worth your while to also make Set1, Set2, Set3 subfolders to make 
aligning easier. YMMV.) 

Voila. You now have reduced images. Always do a check - visually compare the raw and 
reduced versions of the image - the background level should be lower, vignetting should be 
gone, etc.

5. To align a series of images: Image -> Align -> Align Folder of Images… (Ctrl+Shift+A 
hotkey). (I usually save the aligned images in yet another new folder called ‘aligned.’)

6. To combine a series of aligned images: Image -> Combine -> Combine Folder of Images… 
(Ctrl+Shift+K hotkey) ‘Average’ combine is probably the most robust, statistically speaking. 
‘Median’ Combine will give you the prettiest image, as it tends to actually remove transient 
events as opposed to just watering them down, as the average does. But experiment with all 
three.

7. To blink a set of images: Open all images you wish to blink, then go to Research -> 
Comparison -> Blink Comparator… (Ctrl+Shift+B hotkey) Inverting the images may be 
helpful, especially for very faint objects.


